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Abstract 

Composite Inflatable Pontoon 

Author: Jordan Grant 

Advisor: Ronnal Reichard, Ph. D. 

The goal of this thesis was to design an inflatable pontoon using composite materials 

which could replace traditional inflatable materials used in the marine industry. 

Historically, not many people have experimented with different materials going into an 

inflatable bladder, but rather experimented with the hull design and fastening methods. Not 

only has minimal research been done on the material comprising the inflatable, but not 

much research has been done in the past on inflatable vessels all together.  

The reason for looking into an alternative material is because traditional materials are 

manufactured into pontoon/collar shapes using longitudinal seams that wear out and fail 

well before the material fails. This seam issue can be avoided with composites while 

adding additional benefits as well. Fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP) materials have become 

popular over time in the marine industry for their strong, yet lightweight, and multilayer 

design capabilities in the construction of rigid boat hulls. One thing with FRP’s however, is 

they have mostly been known for their stiffness capabilities, limited by the matrix which is 

combined with the fibers to make the FRP laminate.  

In 2014, Structural Composites Inc. published a patent for a new CoCure™ gelcoat/resin 

technology which is now changing FRP materials and their capabilities. This new 

CoCure™ gelcoat/resin technology, discussed further in the following chapters, allows 

flexibility within Composite materials that has never been possible before. Utilizing these 

new technologies, this thesis will go into detail explaining the design of an optimized 

inflatable pontoon structure using FRP materials with high elongation matrices. 
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Chapter 1 

Background 

The traditional rigid-hulled boat is a fine choice for many recreational boaters, fisherman, 

etc., however many disadvantages were discovered in industry and military use. Common 

issues that pushed the development of inflatable boats included boarding and impact. With 

military and police uses especially, it is necessary that boats be able to withstand some 

impact and be able to tie up and board another boat without damaging either hull.  

Over time, people discovered more and more reasons to move towards inflatable vessels. 

In World War II, inflatable dinghies were used as rescue boats or lifeboats when there was 

reason to abandon a craft. Since then, inflatable vessels have become much more than 

emergency rafts.  

Rigid-hulled inflatable boats (RHIBs or RIBs) have become a popular choice for people in 

all areas. From military use to recreational use, RIBs provide many benefits over a 

traditional rigid hulled boat. Three strong benefits include affordability, performance, and 

durability. 

Work Done with Structural Composites 

While working on a Navy SBIR project at Structural Composites, an issue with one of the 

RIBs occurred where the collar (inflatable tube which wraps around the sides and bow of 

the boat) would not stay adhered to the attachment flap (Figure 1). The collar and 

attachment flap was made from Hypalon, a coated fabric material which is commonly used 

for various types of inflatable bladders. 
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Figure 1: Inflatable Collar Adhesive Failure 

To eliminate the problem and allow for further testing with that RIB, Structural 

Composites designed and fabricated a set of straps which spanned the length of the 

troubled collar and secured the straps around the collar onto the hull (Figure 2). Each strap 

used two stainless steel bolts to attach to the hull, using the same bolts and holes originally 

holding the collar in place. 

 

 

Figure 2: RIB with straps 
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Figure 2 shows four of the straps secured on the RIB where the collar appears in place as it 

should. The straps were made from a three-layer composite, consisting of one layer of 18oz 

unidirectional carbon fiber sandwiched between two layers of ±45, 12oz Innegra (a high 

modulus polypropylene fiber). These materials were chosen for many reasons: 

±45 Innegra, for its high strain to failure properties, it is the lightest fiber 

commercially available, it can withstand extreme wear and tear, it resists 

permanent deformation even under high levels of stress, it has 

hydrophobic properties, and it has damping properties.  

Unidirectional carbon fiber, for its light weight, high strength, high 

modulus, and superior fatigue properties. 

The Innegra pieces used for the straps were six inches wide by six feet long, while the 

carbon fiber was three inches wide by six feet long. The unidirectional carbon fiber 

provides a central axis for the strap and was tapered at each end so that the bolts only 

passed through the Innegra layers. This avoids any corrosion issues between the carbon 

fiber and aluminum plate which the bolts will pass through. This lay-up can be seen in 

Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Strap material lay-up 

The layers of fabric were placed on top of a smooth layer of CoCure™ gel coat in order to 

obtain one side with a nice finish. CoCure™ is a new technology also known as Advanced 

Marine Coating (AMC) technology that brings the traditional two-part isophthalic 

polyester resin gel coat, which achieves only 1% strain to failure, to a four-part system 

achieving 3%-30%+ strain to failure.  

Figure 4 shows the four components which combine to make CoCure™ gel coat. It is the 

addition of the isocyanate and polyol, which forms urethane, that makes this system 

different than the traditional gel coats. 
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Figure 4: CoCure™ gelcoat components 

Figure 5 shows how increasing the urethane content in the gelcoat system will increase the 

maximum elongation to values reaching over 30% if desired. 

 

Figure 5: Graph of CoCure™ Flexibility 
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Along with increased strain to failure, CoCure™ also allows less cracking, provides the 

ability to target high crack areas, is a “tougher” alternative to traditional gel coats, provides 

a reduction in thermal cracking, has high abrasion resistance, and requires less 

maintenance/upkeep. Due to all these benefits, CoCure™ can handle greater load 

capacities, often forcing the fibers to fail before the resin. The traditional laminate resins 

are more brittle than CoCure™ gelcoat/resins, often being a limiting factor by causing the 

matrix to fail before the material reaches its breaking point.  

Continuing the fabrication process of these straps, each one was vacuum/resin infused. The 

set up for this infusion is shown for a single strap in Figure 6. This technique was 

determined to be the best choice for this application out of three options: hand layup, wet-

bag, or resin infusion. This is because as the resin gets pulled through the fabric (using a 

vacuum), while under an airtight seal, the resin gets distributed most evenly, allowing for 

the properties to be more uniform and consistent across the final part.  

 

 

Figure 6: Infusion set-up 
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Once the straps were fully cured, aluminum brackets were adhered onto the ends of the 

straps. Finally, holes were drilled through the aluminum brackets and fabric layer so that 

the straps could attach to the hull as specified. Figure 7 shows one of the straps completed 

and ready for assembly. 

 

Figure 7: Fabricated Strap 

The straps were installed on the RIB and taken out in the open ocean for testing. The 

straps, as seen in Figure 8, performed as expected and did not fail for the remainder of the 

time which Structural Composites Inc. had possession of the RIB.  

 

Figure 8: Straps proved successful 
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Hypalon and PVC coated fabrics are two very common materials used for inflatable 

bladders. However, as seen earlier in this chapter, they can also have issues. The adhesive 

issue addressed by Structural Composites Inc. is only one type of problem that can occur 

with a RIB collar. It is important to note that these rubberized tubes are always made with 

seams. For Structural Composites Inc, the faulty seam was where the tube attached to the 

hull. However, this can also occur to seams making up the tube itself. Reasons for this 

adhesive failure can come from many things such as high impact in the seam area 

surpassing the adhesive’s capabilities to hold the pieces together, creep from the heavy 

rubberized fabric weighing and pulling the adhesive apart over time, etc.  

Inflatable bladders have not been studied a significant amount in the past decade. Once 

rubberized fabrics such as Hypalon and PVC were implemented as successful materials for 

inflatable collars, pontoons, etc., many models only differed in shape and size but kept to 

those materials for the inflatable components. After witnessing the RIB collar issues at 

Structural Composites Inc., and then seeing the composite straps work so successfully in 

solving the issue, it is apparent that these collars and current inflatable bladder designs can 

still be improved. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

Before jumping right into the proposed idea for a new and optimized inflatable bladder, it 

is important to take note of what has already been done to not make the same mistakes and 

also to not reinvent the wheel. Discussed below are a few patents that use different 

methods in designing inflatable bladders with their corresponding hull form and attachment 

methods.  

US Patent #3812805 

US Patent #3812805 describes a pontoon boat where two inflatable pontoons are connected 

by two open-box hulls. This patent explains that each inflatable pontoon gets constructed 

with four strips of rubberized fabric running lengthwise, from one end of the pontoon to 

the other. (Forssell & Folson, 1974) 

 

Figure 9: US Patent #3812805 
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The four strips of fabric are cut in a way such that the pontoon curves up at each end (on 

the bottom side of the pontoon) but stays rather flat on the top of the pontoon. This shape is 

common among inflatable pontoons for its nice visual appearance and efficiency on the 

water. These strips of rubberized fabric are then held together using traditional methods 

such as reinforcing tape, as well as either reinforcing tape or sealing patches for the ends.  

US Patent #4520746 

US Patent #4520746, although more focused on the fastening method to the hull rather 

than material choice, introduces a flotation collar / buoyancy aid design meant to solve 

problems seen within small crafts and the buoyancy aids used prior. The US patent 

identifies some commonly used materials,  

Inflatable collars “can be made from a wide variety of water resistant and 

substantially air-tight materials, e.g. a rubber coated fabric. A particularly 

preferred material is a substantially inextensible one formed from a woven 

synthetic fibre or a reticulate polymeric sheet material, notably a woven 

polyester or polyalkylene fibre, coated with a polymeric material, e.g. a 

polyamide, a polyurethane or a vinylic polymer.” (Walters et al., 1982)  

These materials come up very often in research on this topic and will be explored 

throughout this document. The inventors of the US patent, William F. Walters, Kurt 

Lammerich, and John D. Watney, designed their collar so that they are manufactured as 

two separate pontoons and then laced together or attached in some means across the bow 

and/or stern of the vessel. 

As stated previously, US Patent #4520746 was not as focused on material choice for their 

inflatable collar but emphasized the fastening method to the hull. A common way to fasten 

floatation collars to a vessel is by bolting the inflatable along the length of the hull. Some 

problems with this include localized stresses on the hull where holes are drilled for the 

bolts to fasten. Collars are typically fitted to specific vessels and can be quite expensive so 

this invention was designed to be used on many different small crafts (7m water line or less 
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as defined in the US Patent).  Adjustments have been made to try and solve this localized 

stress problem, for example placing thicker material running under the strip of bolts, 

however this US patent decided to avoid the bolting method in hopes of retaining as much 

structural integrity in the vessel as possible, and to allow the collar/buoyancy aid to be a 

temporary addition rather than permanent. When your boat begins taking on water and you 

need to deploy buoyancy aids in order to keep your vessel afloat, you don’t have much 

time so the buoyancy aids must be quick and easy to install. This design took a simple but 

effective approach to design an assembly of straps (explained thoroughly in the patent) that 

hold the inflatable collar to the hull. (Walters et al., 1982). 

Although the research for this thesis document is highly focused on the material of the 

inflatable, it is important to consider the fastening method that is going to be used. 

US Patent #7421968 B1 

Inflatable collars are meant to help many things including stability and impact, which is 

why a rubber-like material is often chosen. The most widely used inflatable material, 

Hypalon, provides good rubber-like material properties which is great for inflatables, 

however when used as a single layer it has disadvantages. The most concerning 

disadvantage of using a single layer of Hypalon as an inflatable collar on a vessel is the 

chance of rupture. Although it may take a very high impact force to puncture a Hypalon 

tube, RHIBs are meant to withstand some impact and high speed travel, so it is better to 

have a tube which has a lower possibility of abrupt catastrophic failure. Once a single-layer 

Hypalon tube is punctured, the air within it will leak out until there is no more. US Patent 

#7421968 B1 designed a multi-layer tube which can be used as pontoons or a collar for a 

suitable rigid hull vessel that allows failure over time rather than all at once. The image of 

the invention, seen below, is comprised of: 
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“the air bag 41 is provided with a flexible bag body 411, and a nozzle 412 

which is connected with the bag body 411 and can adjust air that enters 

into the bag body 411. The nozzle 412 is provided with a stopping design 

which prohibits the air from being escaped reversely after being filled in, 

wherein the flexible bag body 411 is made by Hypalon, but can be also 

made by PVC (Polyvinyl Chloride) material. The buffer 42 is made by 

EVA material into a hollow barrel, wherein its interior is formed with a 

holding space 421 for emplacing the bag body 411 of the airbag 41, and a 

slot hole 422 which is radially connected with that holding space 421. 

Such that a charging apparatus can pass through the buffer 42 to pump the 

air into the bag body 411 through the nozzle 412.” (Hu, 2008) 

Due to the multi-layer design, if the tube gets punctured it will most likely only effect the 

outside buffer and leave the air body bag untouched, so if any air does leak out, it will leak 

at a significantly slower rate, increasing the likelihood of survivability for the passengers 

on board. 

Figure 10: US Patent #7421968 B1 
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Aerospace Inflatable Kiteplane 

Although all the patents discussed so far involve inflatable pontoons for boats, the concept 

of inflatable structures is not limited to just the marine industry. The aerospace industry, 

for example, designs inflatable structures/bladders for various purposes worthy of looking 

into. The article, “Material selection and joining methods for the purpose of a high-altitude 

inflatable kite”, takes sailing and aerospace industry methods to assess various materials 

and joining options for a high-altitude inflatable kite (Verheul & Breukels, 2018). Figure 

11 shows the inflatable kiteplane in flight, while Figure 12 shows the typical inflatable 

construction within the kiteplane. 

 

Figure 11: Inflatable Kiteplane 
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Figure 12: Internal kiteplane construction with inflatable tubes 

The authors chose fabrics to test based on nine material properties: weight, tensile strength 

and modulus, creep resistance, air permeability, UV-stability and weatherability, possible 

joining methods, feasibility of joining methods for kiteplane assembly, foldability (flex 

life), and last the material and processing costs (Verheul & Breukels, 2018). Woven 

fabrics, specifically rip-stop nylon, are common for kite applications, however, the article 

explains that a rip-stop polyester can be used for its better stress/strain and moisture 

absorption properties. With this polyester fabric, a laminate can be chosen where maybe a 

lighter polyester can be used for the canopy portion as seen in Figure 12, while a heavier 

polyester can be used for reinforcements as well as for the tubular framing. The article 

concludes that “the use of aramids and UHMW PE fibers combined with protective films, 

as well as single layer, continuous foil materials such as melt-processible PTFE” are 

usable. 
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Inflatable Composite Space Structure 

The article, “Inflatable Composite Habitat Structures for Lunar and Mars Exploration”, 

explains the benefits of inflatable, flexible composite structures in space applications, 

given the new materials technology gained over time until now. “Space suits, which are 

comprised of flexible composite components, are a good example of the successful use of 

inflatable composite structures in space”, (Cadogan, Stein, Grahne, & Dover, 1999). 

Conventional structures for aerospace applications include metallic materials which are 

being outshone by newer, inflatable composite materials. The flexibility provided by 

inflatable structures over their rigid metallic counterparts allows the structures to be packed 

up smaller and in various shaped volumes for launch. This then allows for a much smaller 

launch vehicle or a much larger launch volume.  

According to the article, “the most well known example of a flexible inflatable composite 

structure is a automobile tire,” (Cadogan et al., 1999). For an automobile tire, woven 

materials such as Kevlar are used to reinforce the flexible matrix material. For the tire, this 

Kevlar reinforcement would support structural loading due to expansion as well as increase 

impact resistance. By this analogy, an inflatable space structure uses the same concepts to 

achieve the same or better performance as the rigid counterpart. Over time, inflatable space 

structures have become more durable and useful with the use of “advanced flexible 

polymers and high strength fibers such as Kevlar, Vectran, and Spectra,” (Cadogan et al., 

1999). 

Similar to the analogy above, these concepts surrounding a flexible, inflatable composite 

space structure can be compared to a flexible, inflatable composite marine structure. The 

woven materials which are used as reinforcements in these space structures are important 

to take into consideration when screening materials for the inflatable pontoon design. 

Although the space industry may seem opposite to the marine industry, the material 

requirements and constraints given by the environment in each can indeed be comparable. 
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Chapter 3 

Project Plan 

Project Plan Overview 

Once Structural Composites realized how well their fabricated straps worked in holding up 

their RIB collar, a question came to mind: 

Could an entire Hypalon fabricated collar be replaced with a highly 

flexible FRP molded collar? 

Some benefits of replacing Hypalon or PVC coated fabric collars (or pontoons) with a 

highly flexible FRP material include reduction in weight, an increase in durability/impact 

resistance, a reduction in maintenance, the ability to optimize fiber type and orientation, 

and an overall increase in lifetime. Having the ability to optimize fiber type and orientation 

is a major reason why so many people are dropping isotropic materials and replacing them 

with composites. With FRP laminates, the designer is able to create a material stacking 

sequence in order to meet required design requirements for strength, stiffness and weight. 

“The anisotropic nature of composites is also responsible for the different failure modes 

that they experience, which are based on the accumulation of damage, rather than crack 

initiation and propagation as the majority of homogeneous isotropic materials,” 

(Fragoudakis, 2017). 

These benefits are proven later in this thesis through testing materials in a lab, through 

Finite Element Analysis (FEA), and through prototyping (making a physical model). 

Materials such as those used in the straps, as well as ballistic nylon, boat cloth, and other 

thin, high strain fabrics were explored with the CoCure™ technology as options for the 

final optimized layup. 
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The material samples, which were fabricated and tested, were manufactured using a wet 

bag method. With this method, the material is pre-wetted out with the matrix and then 

vacuum bagged to keep the laminate tightly together until it cures. However, due to the 

Hypalon and PVC fabric being much more tightly woven, those were manufactured using 

the hand lay-up method. The hand lay-up method is similar to the wet bag method where 

the material is wetted out by hand rather than pulling the matrix through a vacuum, 

however here there is no vacuum bag used. For this thesis, the matrix in each sample was 

chosen to be 20% CoCure™ gel coat. When the straps were made at Structural 

Composites, a CoCure™ resin system was used, rather than a gel coat, so they could be 

manufactured using an infusion process. This resin technology is still in development, 

where the gel coat is a commercial product referred to as AMC (Advanced Marine 

Coating). For this reason, CoCure™ gel coat is being used for this thesis instead of 

CoCure™ resin. Since gel coat is a much more viscous matrix which cannot effectively be 

infused, a wet bagging method is chosen for the manufacture process. Once the optimized 

material layup was determined within FEA, prototyping occured.  

A model pontoon was fabricated rather than a full-scale pontoon. Justifications for the 

assumption that the full-scale product will act as the scaled-down model pontoon, are 

shown through FEA later in this thesis. The major manufacturing change, compared to how 

typical pontoons and RIB collars are manufactured, is that this pontoon design has no 

longitudinal seams. To do this, the pontoon structure was molded as a seamless part by 

pulling a braided sock of fabric over a PVC pipe which acted as the mold for the main 

cylindrical body. End caps were molded using male molds and then inserted as male 

fittings into the cylindrical pontoon structure to close off each end of the pontoon. The 

molds for each end cap were 3D printed with PETG filament. 

Once the fabric was set on the mold, it was painted with the 20% CoCure™ gel coat. 

Besides the fact that the gel coat is a commercially available product and the resin in still in 

development, CoCure™ gel coat is being used as the matrix for this pontoon design rather 

than CoCure™ resin because the pigments within the gel coat assist with UV stabilization. 

In this thesis, the cylindrical body of the prototype pontoon was laid up on top of a PVC 
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pipe, however for a real full-scale version it would be laid up on the inside of a PVC pipe 

to get a smooth outside finish. This means the PVC pipe would act as a female mold rather 

than a male mold. In order to keep the fabric tight against the inside of the cylindrical 

mold, an inflatable bladder would be placed inside the mold, sandwiching the fabric and 

allowing for an evenly spread matrix. The pontoon end caps were fabricated similar to the 

main body on this prototype, however with their separate molds. These end caps were 

designed to slide into the pontoon as male fittings, where there is one diameter of overlap 

between the two pieces to ensure a good bond.  

This inflatable pontoon design is more focused on an optimized material and fabrication 

process for the inflatable bladder, so the vessel was designed using two individual 

pontoons rather than a collar with a connecting point at the bow. However, it is important 

to realize that since these pontoons are now designed, the same idea can be carried over 

and applied to RIB collars and other inflatable bladders. This new design provides a 

reduction in weight, an increase in durability/impact resistance, a reduction in maintenance, 

and an overall increase in lifetime. 

Test Set Up and Procedure 

In order to have an optimal “lay-up” within a composite, it is important to test single 

laminates first. It is important to determine these individual material properties (of the fiber 

types being considered for the multi-layer composite down the road) first so that most of 

the layer optimization and analysis can be done through Finite Element Analysis (FEA). 

Tensile tests were run on all samples, where a standard testing procedure by ASTM 

International (formerly known as the American Society for Testing of Materials) was 

followed (ASTM D3039). This test was chosen due to the tensile loading which would 

occur on the full-scale pontoon when inflated with air. 

Before testing any material samples they must be laminated and cut into sample testing 

“coupons”. Figure 13 shows an example of the hand lay-up method. Due to the higher 

densities of the Hypalon and PVC fabrics over the comparing materials, this method was 
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chosen. To initiate the curing process, a catalyst is added into the gelcoat mixture just prior 

to mixing and beginning this fabrication process. To complete this fabrication procedure, 

the 20% CoCure™ gel coat mixture was poured onto a clean, waxed surface, spread out 

evenly and then covered by the material. Then, more of the gelcoat was poured on top of 

the material and spread out evenly again.  

 

Figure 13: Hand lay-up 

Figure 14 shows an example of the wet bag method. This method was chosen for the 

remainder of the materials as they were much lighter densities and could have floated in 

the gelcoat without the pressure of the vacuum seal. This method also ensures that the 

gelcoat gets distributed more evenly throughout the fabric, being forced into any porous 

cavities or dry spots by the pressure of the vacuum.  
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Figure 14: Wet Bag 

After a panel has cured, it will look like the Innegra panel shown in Figure 15. Most panels 

were fabricated to a size (about 12’x12’) compatible with the water jet cutter, which was 

being used to cut the test coupons, however if larger panels needed to be cut down in size, 

a tile saw was used.  

 

Figure 15: Laminated Test Panel 
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The sample test coupons were cut by a water jet cutter to the specified dimensions of 

1”x10” according to the test standard for a balanced and symmetric fiber orientation 

(ASTM D3039). A universal testing machine was then used to test each specimen, 

obtaining strain values from an extensometer during testing, as shown in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16: Universal Testing Machine set up for ASTM D3039 

 

Test Results 

Although the original intentions were to test nylon fabric (traditionally coated with PVC 

and Hypalon) samples laminated with the 20% CoCure™ gel coat matrix being used in this 

thesis, these tests were inconclusive. When laminated with the 20% CoCure™ gel coat, the 

material refused to absorb, meaning the matrix just coated the material instead of 

combining with it. This is likely due to the higher densities of the fabrics and higher 

viscosity of the gel coat not being able to combine. This incompatible relationship between 

the ballistic nylon fabric and the CoCure™ gel coat can be seen further down in this 

section (Table 5 and Figure 18). 
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Table 1 shows mechanical tensile properties for three commonly used materials for 

inflatable bladders. The first material in the table shows 88 GSM Polyurethane- coated 

nylon (Sebring, Schoppee, & Freeston, W. D., n.d.) which is most comparable to the nylon 

test attempted for this thesis and will be focused on here. The second material in the table 

is also important to look at as this would be a good representation of the traditional PVC 

coated nylon fabric. Although nylon was the base fabric being compared for this thesis, it 

is also interesting to look at the Neoprene- Hypalon-coated polyester material (seen as the 

last material in Table 1), because all three materials are commonly used for inflatables. The 

Warp and Filling columns are simply differentiating between test direction of the fabric. 

As seen in the table, the polyurethane-coated nylon material can achieve a maximum of  

39.8% strain to failure, and a maximum rupture load of 54.4 lb/inch width (Sebring et al., 

n.d.). The vinyl-coated nylon can achieve a maximum of 32% strain to failure, and a much 

higher maximum rupture load of 365 lb/inch width (Sebring et al., n.d.). 
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Table 1: Common Inflatable Materials - Mechanical Tensile Properties                           

(Sebring et al., n.d.) 

 

 

The remainder of the testing conducted for this thesis was done using a universal testing 

machine at Structural Composites, Inc. The results shown below were all tabulated through 

the LabView testing program and excel program built into the testing procedure at 

Structural Composites. The tables of results may include different numbers of tests run per 

sample. This is for no specific reason besides the time period allotted for testing each time 

and consistency of results (i.e. if results were inconsistent more samples were run to get 

more clarity on which were outliers and which were true). 
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The tables below show results for ASTM D3039 tensile tests run on several different 

materials, all laminated with 20% CoCure™ gel coat. Here, multiple materials are being 

compared in terms of strength, modulus, and max load for which materials would be best 

to replace a Hypalon (or PVC) inflatable membrane. 

Table 2 shows the tensile results for Innegra fabric tested at 0 degrees. Innegra contains +/- 

45 layers, so being tested in the 0-degree direction means the fibers in each sample are now 

non-continuous and being tested off-axis. 

 

Table 2: Innegra (450 GSM) with 20% CoCure™ gel coat - 0 degrees 

SAMPLE 

ID 

Width 

(in) 

Depth 

(in) 

Tensile 

Strength 

(ksi) 

Tensile 

Modulus 

(ksi) 

Max Load 

(lb) 

Load per 

Inch Width 

(lb/in) 

            

A-T1 1.000 0.078 3.34 276 260 260 

A-T2 0.999 0.070 4.52 343 316 316 

A-T3 1.000 0.070 4.50 397 313 313 

A-T4 0.996 0.063 4.22 305 265 266 

A-T5 0.999 0.069 3.86 291 266 266 

A-T6 0.997 0.064 4.41 349 281 282 

A-T7 0.994 0.071 3.57 308 252 254 

A-T8 0.999 0.068 4.20 355 286 286 

 

 

Like Table 2, Table 3 shows the results for the Innegra fabric tested in the 45-degree 

direction, also known as the direction of the fibers. As assumed, the innegra tested in the 

direction of the fibers had much better strength properties, bringing the average tensile 

strength from about 4000 psi to about 17,000 psi. The average tensile modulus dropped 

slightly from about 330,000 psi to about 276,000 psi. When determining average values 

from the tables, the best five or more values are taken into consideration while any outliers 

are disregarded. 
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Table 3: Innegra (450 GSM) with 20% CoCure™ gel coat - 45 degrees 

SAMPLE 

ID 

Width 

(in) 

Depth 

(in) 

Tensile 

Strength 

(ksi) 

Tensile 

Modulus 

(ksi) 

Max Load 

(lb) 

Load per 

Inch Width 

(lb/in) 

            

A0-T1 0.996 0.042 15.5 243 649 652 

A0-T2 0.998 0.044 10.6 312 464 465 

A0-T3 0.999 0.048 10.5 277 505 505 

A0-T4 0.998 0.044 17.2 364 755 756 

A0-T5 1.000 0.042 17.8 279 749 749 

A0-T6 1.000 0.043 17.1 276 736 736 

A0-T7 0.998 0.047 17.4 258 815 817 

A0-T8 1.000 0.044 17.1 285 754 754 

 

 

Table 4 shows the tensile results for boat cloth material. BT-1 results are not displayed in 

this data table because results from the first test showed that the samples needed tabs added 

on the ends to prevent poor failure modes, and results from this rest were discarded. An 

image of these boat cloth samples being tabbed is seen below in Figure 17. 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Boat Cloth Samples Being Tabbed 
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Comparing these values to those for innegra at 0-degrees, it seems that the modulus and 

max load values are lower, however the strength values are higher. This means that the 

boat cloth material has higher stiffness and strength in tension compared to the innegra at 

0-degrees. When comparing this boat cloth data to the innegra tested at 45-degrees, we see 

that the innegra has greater properties in each aspect being looked at when tested in this 

fiber direction. 

 

Table 4: Boat Cloth (288 GSM) with 20% CoCure™ gel coat 

SAMPLE 

ID 

Width 

(in) 

Depth 

(in) 

Tensile 

Strength 

(ksi) 

Tensile 

Modulus 

(msi) 

Max Load 

(lb) 

Load per 

Inch Width 

(lb/in) 

            

B-T2 0.994 0.021 10.2 1.28 207 208 

B-T3 0.989 0.024 8.00 1.06 186 188 

B-T4 1.004 0.021 5.21 1.15 110 109 

B-T5 1.023 0.029 6.23 0.98 182 178 

B-T7 0.984 0.024 6.63 1.66 157 159 

B-T8 0.994 0.019 10.7 1.25 203 204 

 
 

Table 5 shows the tensile results for ballistic nylon. This material has very high strain 

compared to the gel coat on it. As a sample was being tested, the gel coat began cracking 

along the entire sample until the only thing being tested was the ballistic nylon itself. The 

gel coat appeared to only coat the fabric rather than combine with it as intended. This can 

be seen below in Figure 18. 
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Table 5: Ballistic Nylon (227 GSM) with 20% CoCure™ gel coat 

SAMPLE 

ID 

Width 

(in) 

Depth 

(in) 

Tensile 

Strength 

(ksi) 

Tensile 

Modulus 

(ksi) 

Max Load 

(lb) 

Load per 

Inch Width 

(lb/in) 

            

C-T1 0.992 0.044 6.69 3.59 292 294 

C-T2 0.994 0.042 11.0 3.54 459 462 

 

 

Figure 18: Ballistic Nylon Test Results 

Due to this incohesive combination and gel coat cracking, the test series was not continued. 

The strength and max load values in Table 5 cannot be used as they are very different 

between sample 1 and sample 2, however, the modulus values were calculated for the 

entire laminate before the first sign of gelcoat cracking and reflect realistic results that can 

be used. 
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The last fabric which was screened as a possible material for the pontoon design was an 

Aramid (Kevlar) fabric. The Aramid fabric used for this thesis was a four-inch diameter, 

±45 Aramid Biaxial Sleeving (5.6 oz/sq yd), donated from A&P Technology, Inc. In order 

to perform coupon testing, the sleeve was cut open to make a flat piece of fabric. Table 6 

shows the tensile test results from this fabric tested in the zero-degree direction, and Figure 

19 shows an image of these samples after testing. Similar to the Innegra tests discussed 

above, this means that the braided Kevlar material is being tested off-axis.  

 

Table 6: Kevlar (190 GSM) with 20% CoCure™ gel coat - 0 degrees 

SAMPLE 

ID 

Width 

(in) 

Depth 

(in) 

Tensile 

Strength 

(ksi) 

Tensile 

Modulus 

(ksi) 

Max Load 

(lb) 

Load per 

Inch Width 

(lb/in) 

            

K0-T1 1.008 0.017 1.47 85.9 25.1 25 

K0-T2 1.018 0.017 3.94 498 68.1 67 

K0-T3 0.984 0.018 2.30 388 40.7 41 

K0-T4 1.018 0.017 3.08 273 53.3 52 

K0-T5 1.006 0.018 3.53 379 63.9 64 

K0-T6 0.986 0.018 1.99 283 35.3 36 
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Figure 19: Kevlar (190 GSM) with 20% CoCure™ gel coat - 0 degrees 

The failure modes seen in Figure 19 are not complete breaks, however their load curves 

dropped 1/3 of its max load before stopping each test. This 1/3 drop in load is a failure 

criterion used at Structural Composites, Inc. when testing samples that experience a 

significant load drop after hitting their maximum rather than tearing/breaking. When each 

sample was in tension, the outer edges of the sample appeared to curl in and around the 

long axis of the load direction. This is due to the braid in the fabric as well as the sizing of 

the samples being long and narrow, where more desirable failure modes could be forced by 

preparing the samples with different dimensions. 

Tables 7 and 8 show a single set of samples separated into two tables. This set of samples 

was made with the same Kevlar/CoCure™ gel coat combination used for the samples in 

Table 6, but this time tested in the fiber direction (in this thesis, testing the Kevlar samples 

in the fiber direction means the same thing as testing the Kevlar samples at 45-degrees). 

The reason that this data is being presented in two separate tables is because Table 7 shows 

the results for a few samples where strain was found using an extensometer, while Table 8 
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shows the results for a few samples where strain was found using Poisson strain gauges. It 

is interesting that the modulus values obtained using the Poisson strain gauges were 

significantly higher than those obtained using the extensometer. Based on common values 

known for Kevlar laminates, the modulus obtained using the Poisson strain gauges are 

deemed correct and the modulus values obtained using the extensometer are disregarded 

moving forward. It is likely that there was error in the extensometer data, due to the 

extensometer possibly slipping on the sample, which was avoided with the adhered strain 

gauges.  

As expected, the values for tensile strength and tensile modulus increased when the 

laminate was tested in the fiber direction. The average tensile strength went from about 

2,900 psi (average from Table 6) to about 13,000 psi (average from Tables 7 and 8 

combined), while the average tensile modulus went from about 360,000 psi (average from 

Table 6) to about 3.23 msi (average from Table 8 only).  

 

Table 7: Kevlar (190 GSM) with 20% CoCure™ gel coat - 45 degrees (extensometer) 

SAMPLE 

ID 

Width 

(in) 

Depth 

(in) 

Tensile 

Strength 

(ksi) 

Tensile 

Modulus 

(msi) 

Max Load 

(lb) 

Load per 

Inch Width 

(lb/in) 

            

K-T1 1.001 0.017 18.4 2.32 313 313 

K-T2 0.995 0.021 9.20 1.87 192 193 

K-T4 0.956 0.018 10.9 2.23 188 196 

K-T6 0.985 0.016 13.0 2.28 205 208 
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Table 8: Kevlar (190 GSM) with 20% CoCure™ gel coat - 45 degrees (Poisson strain gauge) 

SAMPLE 

ID 

Width 

(in) 

Depth 

(in) 

Tensile 

Strength 

(ksi) 

Tensile 

Modulus 

(msi) 

Max Load 

(lb) 

Load per 

Inch Width 

(lb/in) 

            

K-T3 1.022 0.018 11.1 3.49 203 199 

K-T5 1.017 0.015 17.0 3.12 258 254 

K-T7 0.956 0.018 13.1 3.09 226 236 

 

An image of the Kevlar samples after being tested at 45-degrees can be seen in Figure 20. 

Similar to the Kevlar samples tested at 0-degrees (Figure 19), the failure modes here are 

not complete breaks. The samples here acted similar to the samples tested at 0-degrees 

where they curled around the long axis of the load direction when under tension. The 

outside fibers in both cases were affected more than the fibers towards the center of the 

samples. For this case seen in Figure 20, when the outside fibers were affected the failure 

would travel up/down the sample following its 45-degree weave rather than tearing straight 

across. Although changing the shape of the samples will not change the fact that the fiber 

will tear in the weakest plane, this long and narrow sizing of the samples does cause 

unwanted curling and stretching of the fabric braid, where more desirable failure modes 

(i.e. a complete fiber tear) could be forced by altering the test coupon dimensions. 
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Figure 20: Kevlar (190 GSM) with 20% CoCure™ gel coat - 45 degrees 

The Poisson ratio was originally going to be obtained by averaging the Poisson values 

from the three samples in Table 8. However, the results for Poisson ratio using this method 

were very inconsistent, most likely due to a technical error within the testing program. So, 

instead of using this data, the Poisson ratio was estimated using a comparison ratio 

between the slope of the stress vs. transverse strain and the stress vs. axial strain. This 

comparison gave a Poisson ratio value of 0.138, which is the value used moving forward 

with this thesis. 

Due to the inconsistency in results and poor failure modes seen the previous Kevlar tests, 

an additional set of test coupons were made and tested at 45-degree (in fiber direction)  

until complete failure. This time instead of having samples be one layer thick, one inch 

wide and with an eight-inch span between the grips, the coupons were made so that they 

were two layers thick (both at the same orientation), two inches wide and with a one-inch 

span. An image of these samples after being tested can be seen in Figure 21, where all four 

had the same failure mode, complete fiber tear. Samples two and three show good failure 

locations as they broke between the grips and samples one and four had less desirable 

failure locations as they broke in the grips. 
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Figure 21: Kevlar (190 GSM) with 20% CoCure™ gelcoat - Round 2 

This test was meant to give a better estimate of tensile strength and max load. Table 9 

shows the results for this second round of testing. A deflectometer was used during the 

testing, but no strain instrument was used as this was not a desired result for this test and is 

why there is no modulus represented in the table below. Although there were different 

failure locations seen in Figure 21, the strength values for all four samples seen in Table 9 

are similar where these failure locations do not seem to have affected them in a negative 

way. Comparing the average strength value from Table 9 (about 33,000 psi) to the average 

strength from the previous 45-degree Kevlar test (about 13,000 psi), there is a significant 

increase of about 20,000 psi.  

Table 9: Kevlar (190 GSM) with 20% CoCure™ gel coat - Round 2 

SAMPLE 

ID 

Width 

(in) 

Depth 

(in) 

Tensile 

Strength 

(ksi) 

Max Load 

(x1000 lb) 

Load per 

Inch Width 

(lb/in) 

           

CCK-T1 2.02 0.041 28.8 2.35 1166 

CCK-T2 2.01 0.040 38.8 3.11 1552 

CCK-T3 2.02 0.037 26.2 1.95 969 

CCK-T4 2.01 0.038 39.0 2.98 1483 
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As Kevlar was the last material to be screened as a possible choice for a new composite 

inflatable pontoon, the testing results obtained from above could now be compared to the 

coated nylon results from Table 1. Recall, the polyurethane-coated nylon material from 

Table 1 showed a maximum elongation of 39.8% and a maximum rupture load of 54.4 

lb/inch width. Table 9 shows the significant increase in strength, where the Kevlar samples 

achieved an average rupture load of about 1300 lb/inch width. Comparing this 1300 lb/inch 

width with all three materials from Table 1, the vinyl-coated nylon comes the closest but is 

still less than a third of the strength we see here from the Kevlar. Even though Kevlar only 

has about a 3.6% strain to failure (Tuttle, 2004), it is believed that the material combined 

with 20% CoCure™ gel coat have high enough flex and strain properties to act as an 

inflatable should, while adding these extra strength benefits. 

Upon reviewing the results shown above, Kevlar was deemed the material of choice for the 

pontoon design. Innegra is seen as another viable option to consider, however will not be 

further looked into for the scope of this thesis. 
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Chapter 4 

 Computer Modeling 

Geometry 

Upon determining the size and shape of the pontoons, a length to diameter ratio had to be 

set. Because common length to diameter ratios range between 11-19 (Michalski, 2007), a 

ratio of 12 was chosen for this thesis design. The theoretical, final pontoon would be two ft 

in diameter (24 inches) and 24 ft long (288 inches). This length to diameter ratio of 12 

allowed for an easy conversion when modeling the scaled down version with the available 

aramid fabric. Recall the sleeve of Aramid donated was four inches in diameter, allowing 

the modeled pontoon to be four inches in diameter by 48 inches long. 

The CAD program used to design all of the geometry in this thesis was Inventor by 

Autodesk (Autodesk, 2015). Four different end shapes were designed in this CAD 

program, where two were further analyzed as the endcaps to a single pontoon using Finite 

Element Analysis (FEA). Femap is the program used for all FEA done in this thesis 

(SIEMENS, n.d.). The other two shapes not further analyzed using FEA were not of 

interest for this thesis but could be further analyzed later. The pontoon itself, like most 

others, is a simple cylinder. However, the ends of the pontoons can be shaped a few 

different ways. The shapes which were designed using CAD and considered for this thesis 

include: 

 

Figure 22: End shape - bow 
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Figure 23: End shape - rounded conical 

 

Figure 24: End shape - sharp conical 

 

Figure 25: End shape - hemispherical 

The modeled pontoon had two different end shapes being considered. After reviewing 

many common pontoon shapes, the two shapes being evaluated in this thesis were chosen 

to be the bow shape and the rounded-conical shape. Based on many current designs 

showing a taper length anywhere between about one-three times the original diameter, the 

end shapes were designed to be two times the original diameter, making them four feet 
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long (model end shapes were eight inches long). Having two different ends on one pontoon 

did not negatively affect the analysis due to the significant distance between the ends (16 

feet or modeled at 32 inches) which allowed for the shapes to be analyzed with only one 

model. 

Traditional Hypalon- or PVC-coated fabric pontoons have more limited options when it 

comes to end shape design. This is because a single piece of fabric must be able to bend 

and seam together in this traditional way. The sharp conical design, for example, could be 

done with the traditional rubberized fabrics with as little as one seam as it can be cut and 

folded to shape. However, the rounded conical design could not be made with the 

traditional fabric without having several seams as it simply cannot be cut one time and bent 

into that radius/shape. With FRP materials a rounded conical shape, along with the others 

at hand, can be molded with no seams. 

Analysis 

Once the modeled pontoon was constructed as a surface in CAD, it was exported for Finite 

Element Analysis. Within the FEA program, the modeled pontoon was meshed, materials 

defined, constrained, loaded, and analyzed in terms of strain.  

There were two models analyzed for this thesis that were simply scaled versions of each 

other. The models being analyzed resembled the pontoon in the figure below, showing a 

pontoon with one end shape being rounded conical and the other end shaped as a bow. The 

first one being discussed here will be the scaled-down model of the full-size pontoon being 

designed.  

This model, seen in Figure 26, has a global coordinate system which can be seen in the 

bottom-left corner of the figure. The x-axis is seen as the long axis passing through the 

length of the pontoon. The y-axis is then seen as the vertical axis and the z-axis is seen as 

the transverse axis. This is known as a right-handed coordinate system where the origin is 

located at the very center of the cylindrical body of the pontoon. 
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Figure 26: Model Pontoon 

The scaled-down model was meshed, containing 9056 nodes and 9053 elements. An image 

of this model with its surface meshed can be seen in Appendix A. The material properties 

shown in Table 10 are for the braided Kevlar mixed with 20% CoCure™ gel coat. The 

stiffness modulus value here was obtained from the Kevlar test results in Table 8, while the 

shear modulus value was obtained from the Kevlar test results in Table 6. Although there 

were higher strength values obtained from the second round of testing the Kevlar material 

(Table 9), an average of the strength value from Tables 7 and 8 was used to keep the 

calculations conservative for a single layer of fabric. The shear strength was obtained from 

the average strength value in Table 6. The mass density was found by weighing a sample 

of the cured laminate and dividing that value by the sample’s volume. This mass density 

calculation was done for one sample from each initial Kevlar test (samples used in Tables 7 

and 8), since they were laid up separately, and then averaged to get 0.032 lbs/in3.  
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Table 10: Kevlar w/ 20% CoCure™ gel coat Material Properties 

FEA Kevlar Material Properties 

Material Type 2D Orthotropic 

Poisson Ratio (nu) 0.138 

Mass Density 0.032 lbs/in3 

Stiffness (E1 & E2) 3.23 msi 

Shear (G12, G1z, and G2z) 360 ksi 

Tensile Stress (Direction 1 & 2) 13 ksi 

Shear Stress 2.97 ksi 

 

The theory of static equilibrium states that objects at rest must have equal and opposite 

forces. Since the FEA analysis being done for this thesis is a static analysis, inertial relief 

can be applied to the model at the main connection point where the cross-member attaches 

to the pontoon. This connection point is along the top curve of the pontoon, spanning a 

total of 24 inches for the scaled down model and 144 inches for the full-scale model. This 

inertial relief technique makes the analysis process run smoothly with less possible errors 

than if the constraints were to be applied manually. However, if inertial relief was not used, 

three constraints would have been applied and can be seen below. 

The first constraint allows no rotation about the x-axis. It would have been located at two 

points on the top surface of the pontoon, at a length of one diameter in from where the 

cylindrical body and end shapes meet as shown in Figure 27. This constraint represents the 

strap which holds the pontoon from rotating out of its desired location. 
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Figure 27: Constraint - no x-rotation 

Figure 28 shows a two-dimensional view of the constraint shown in Figure 27. This figure 

is oriented so that you are looking straight at the bow-shaped endcap seen in the z-y plane, 

where the two nodes holding this constraint of no x-rotation are located at the upper most 

point of the pontoon’s circumference in this orientation. 

 

Figure 28: Constraint - no x-rotation (2D view) 

The second constraint allows no movement normal to the surface of a section of the 

pontoon as shown in Figure 29. This constraint represents the surface created by the cross 

members which the pontoon sits in. 
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Figure 29: Constraint - normal to surface 

The third and last constraint allows no translation in the x-direction. It would have been 

placed along a line spanning 24 inches of the top surface of the cylindrical body of the 

pontoon as shown in Figure 30. This constraint represents the line of contact/connection 

between the pontoon and the cross members and lies in the same position on the same two-

dimensional plane seen in Figure 28. The inertial relief that replaced these three constraints 

was applied to a single constraint along the same curve as shown in Figure 30, allowing no 

translation along any axis as well as no rotation about the x axis.  

 

Figure 30: Constraint - no translation 

Once the pontoon model was constrained, five different load cases were applied to it. The 

first load case is a pressure load pushing out on the interior surfaces of the pontoon. This 

represents the inflated pressure inside the pontoon. According to US Patent #4231131, this 
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pressure must be “3 or more p.s.i. to permit safe high speed operation without reliance on a 

shaped fabric bottom between the tubes which would require assembled floor and/or keel 

members” (Young, 1980). Figure 31 shows this pressure applied in the FEA model. 

Although the image representing this pressure shows values of 1 psi, the model which was 

used in this thesis used a value of 3 psi for this load case. 

 

 

Figure 31: Load - internal pressure 

The second load case is a distributed load, along the same line where translation in the x-

direction is constrained, seen in Figure 32. This load represents the weight of the cross 

members attached to the pontoon at maximum capacity (max crew, equipment, engine 

weight, etc.). The cross members used in theory for this document is an aluminum plate. 

By dividing the maximum capacity of half the pontoon vessel (7.4 lbs) by the length of the 

curve its being applied on (24 inches), a distributed load of 0.308 lbs is obtained. The 

maximum capacity for half of the pontoon vessel used here will be discussed later in this 

section.  
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Figure 32: Load: distributed along line where cross members attach 

The third load case is a pressure which represents a wave load the pontoon may see in real 

life. In theory, the pontoon would be traveling at a given speed through the waves to create 

this load, meaning it should be applied in the FEA model only in the x-direction. This load 

was given a value of 3 psi and can be seen in Figure 33. Within the FEA program, this load 

was actually separated into two load cases in order to apply this load in the positive x-

direction on one end and in the negative x-direction on the other end so that both end caps 

would experience this incoming wave. 

 

 

Figure 33: Load: Wave pressure load 
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The fourth load is another pressure load which represents the pressure on the pontoons 

coming from the hydrostatic force across the wetted surface area. This pressure was 

calculated by hand using Archimedes Principle, stating the force of buoyancy is equal and 

opposite to the gravitational weight of the vessel when sitting still in equilibrium. For 

simplicity, the cross member used to analyze the models in this thesis is an aluminum plate 

(6061). The model’s aluminum plate is 16.67 inches wide, 24 inches long, and 0.16 inches 

thick. These dimensions were scaled appropriately from the real full-size plate having 

dimensions of 100 inches wide, 144 inches long, and one inch thick.  

The length of this aluminum plate was determined by taking the full length of the real 

pontoon (24 ft) and disregarding the end caps (four ft each end cap), bringing the length to 

16 feet. To avoid putting extra stress at the seams where the endcaps and cylindrical body 

of the pontoon come together, it was decided that the aluminum plate would start and end 

one diameter back from this seam. For the real pontoon this means a length of 12 feet (144 

inches), and for the model pontoon (full length of 48 inches) this means a length of 2 feet 

(24 inches). 

The width values for the aluminum plate cross members were determined based on 

common length to width ratios of various pontoon boats. According to Pontoonopedia 

(Pontoonopedia.com, n.d.-a), “If the pontoon boat is between 20 to 40 feet long, then 

you’re looking at a width of 8 to 10 feet depending on the boat brand”. Since the full-scale 

pontoon boat will be 24 feet long, a width of eight feet and four inches was chosen (100 

inches). A simple proportion between the full-scale pontoon boat and the small-scale 

model was done to obtain the model’s plate width of 16.67 inches wide. A similar 

proportion was evaluated to determine the thickness of the model’s plate once a thickness 

of one inch was decided on for the real-scale vessel. 

The density of 6061 aluminum, of the Kevlar/CoCure™ laminate, and of the air inside the 

pontoon were used on the right side of Archimedes equation with their respective volumes, 

where the fluid density is on the left with the unknown submerged volume that is being 

solved for. 
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𝐹𝐵 = 𝑊 

𝜌𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑉𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑑 = 𝜌𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑉𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 𝜌𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑚 

To stay on the conservative side, the volumes used in the calculations excluded the end 

caps. This means that instead of the volume including the whole length of 48 inches, each 

8-inch end cap is disregarded, and the cylindrical body of length 32 inches was used. Once 

this calculation was done, a submerged volume of 102.77 in3 was obtained for half of the 

full vessel (one pontoon plus half the aluminum plate cross member). The total volume of 

the model pontoon filled with air is 402.12 in3, meaning this value of submerged volume 

would allow the pontoon to sit about a quarter to a third in the water (draft ~ 1-1.5 inches). 

This is a good calculation to understand the basic weight of the pontoon, however the real 

product will have people, objects, engine(s), etc. which will add more weight on top of the 

pontoon itself and push it father into the water. To take this extra weight into consideration, 

Archimedes Principle was applied again but this time, the right side of the equation 

contained the maximum weight limit of half the final pontoon boat (the model only 

represents one pontoon and most calculations done here include one pontoon + ½ of the 

aluminum plate cross member + ½ maximum extra weight). 

According to Pontoonopedia, the full pontoon weight limit and capacity can be calculated 

by multiplying the volume of one pontoon by the density of the fluid (Pontoonopedia.com, 

n.d.-b). Using 402.12 in3 for the pontoon volume, and 0.03685 lbs/in3 for the density of 

seawater, the obtained full model pontoon weight limit was found to be 14.8 lbs. Due to the 

fact that this value is the maximum weight the full pontoon will see, this weight will be 

used in determining the draft, wetted surface area, and finally the hydrostatic pressure. 

Taking half of the full vessel’s maximum weight limit, since the FEA model only 

represents half of the final vessel with one pontoon, a maximum weight limit of 7.4 lbs was 

determined for the model. This is where Archimedes Principle can be applied again as 

shown below. 

𝐹𝐵 = 𝑊 
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𝜌𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑉𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑑 = 7.4 𝑙𝑏𝑠 

By rearranging the equation above, the maximum submerged volume of the model was 

found to be 200.8 in3, giving a draft of about 2 inches (about half of the full pontoon 

volume). Knowing the draft for the pontoon’s maximum weight, the hydrostatic pressure 

pushing up on the bottom of the pontoon can be calculated using the equation below 

𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 𝛾 × 𝑧 

Where, 𝛾 is the specific weight of seawater (0.037 lb/in3) and z is the height of the water 

above the bottom most part of the pontoon. 

This pressure came out to about 0.074 psi, where it was applied in FEA pushing up on the 

wetted surface area as seen as the highlighted portion in Figure 34 below. Applied upwards 

in the vertical direction, this hydrostatic pressure will decrease linearly from the bottom 

most part of the pontoon up to the waterline where there will be zero pressure.  

 

 

Figure 34: Hydrostatic pressure load 

 

The last load which was applied to the model was a gravitational body load. This load was 

appropriately given a value of 386 in/s2 (9.8 m/s2), applied in the downward direction. 
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Although there are many types of fastening methods for attaching pontoons to their cross 

members, the particular one modeled above was inspired by the tender, seen in the two 

Figures below (Figures 35 and 36), which sits aboard the Wind Spirit cruise ship. These 

photos were taken by Dr. Ronnal Reichard (professor at the Florida Institute of 

Technology). 

 

 

Figure 35: Tender - bow view 
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Figure 36: Tender - transom view 

As you can see in Figure 36, the pontoons are being held to the body of this tender using 

three different constraints. These three constraints (which can also be seen in the FEA 

model shown in Figures 27 to 30) keep the pontoon from moving out of its desired 

location. The cross-member slides over the pontoon through a grove which acts as a “pin” 

allowing the pontoon no translation. The body of the tender is shaped so that the pontoon 

fits into it, creating a surface normal constraint which keeps the pontoon from rolling under 

the tender. The last constraint is seen at each end of the grey railing where there is a little 

strap holding the cross member to the pontoon and allowing no rotation about the pontoons 

center axis. 

The material selection for the pontoon model was optimized using a max strain analysis 

type. The pass/fail criteria were determined based on the max strain to failure value of the 

laminate, with an added safety factor of 3. To determine the max strain to failure of the 

laminate, both the matrix and fiber properties had to be looked at. Referring back up to 

Figure 5 showing CoCure™ elongation properties based on urethane content, we see that 

20% CoCure™ gel coat should obtain about a 10.63% strain to failure. Based on values 
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from the book “Structural Analysis of Polymeric Composite Materials”, Kevlar was 

determined to have up to a 3.6% strain to failure (Tuttle, 2004). Knowing these maximum 

strain-to-failure values for the matrix and fiber used in the laminate, we can use the lower 

of the two values to help formulate the final pass/fail criteria value. It is important to 

realize that a laminate is only as strong as its weakest link, which is why the lower of the 

two values for strain was chosen. Now, applying a factor of safety of 3 to the 3.6% max 

strain our laminate can handle, we end up with a pass/fail criteria value of 1.2% strain. 

With the pass/fail criteria in mind, the material layup and properties were added to the FEA 

model. Kevlar fabric and CoCure™ gel coat/resin (20%) are the only components used in 

the model. The first layup can be seen in Table 11 labeled as “base”. This is the outer most 

sleeve of fabric which will cover the entire length of the cylindrical body of the pontoon, 

leaving the final product with no longitudinal seams. 

Table 11: Layup details – base 

Layup #1: Base 

Ply ID Material Thickness (in) Angle (°) Failure 

Theory 
1 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

 

Figure 37 shows this base layup on the pontoon in the FEA model, where the highlighted 

parts shown are the only sections of the pontoon which just have this one base layer. 

 

Figure 37: Layup location - base 
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The second layup can be seen in Table 12 labeled as “overlap and top”. This layup simply 

adds on one more layer beneath the outermost base layer, providing an overlap area where 

each end cap will slide in, as well as providing extra support where the cross members load 

the pontoon. The highlighted parts of Figure 38 show where this extra layer is added 

beneath the base layer on the model pontoon. 

Table 12: Layup details - overlap and top 

Layup #2: Overlap and Top 

Ply ID Material Thickness (in) Angle (°) Failure 

Theory 
2 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

1 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

 

 

 

Figure 38: Layup location - overlap and top 

The third and final layup can be seen in Table 13 labeled as “wear and tear”. This layup 

simply adds on two more layers beneath the outermost base layer, providing extra 

durability on the most common wear and tear areas - the bottom of the pontoon. The 

highlighted parts of Figure 39 show where these two extra layers are added beneath the 

base layer on the model pontoon. 
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Table 13: Layup details - wear and tear 

Layup #3: Wear and Tear 

Ply ID Material Thickness (in) Angle (°) Failure 

Theory 
3 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

2 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

1 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

 

 

 

Figure 39: Layup location - wear and tear 

 

According to Figures 40-45 below, which show the strain results of the scaled-down 

pontoon model analyzed using FEA, this model passes the pass/fail criteria of 1.2% strain. 

The top and bottom ply’s both showed values well under this value. The XY shear strain in 

the top and bottom ply showed the highest percent strain value located on the top side of 

the pontoon around the seam connecting the bow to the main body, but still only reaches 

about 0.075% strain which is well below the failure criteria.  
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Figure 40 along with the others FEA Figures below, show color variation on the surface of 

the pontoon in correspondence to the scale on the right showing strain. The maximum and 

minimum value on the scale represent 1/4th of the maximum allowable strain the pontoon is 

designed to withstand (already including a factor of safety of three). 

 

 

Figure 40: Top Ply - X Normal Elastic Strain 

 

Figure 41: Top Ply - Y Normal Elastic Strain 
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Figure 42: Top Ply - XY Shear Elastic Strain 

 

 

Figure 43: Bottom Ply - X Normal Elastic Strain 

 

 

Figure 44: Bottom Ply - Y Normal Elastic Strain 
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Figure 45: Bottom Ply - XY Shear Elastic Strain 

 

As seen through the FEA results, this pontoon sees its most significant strains in the top 

and bottom ply at the top side of the seam where the end caps overlap with the main body 

of the pontoon. Although these locations are where strain was seen to be the highest, they 

did not even come close to exceeding the strain failure criteria.  

Even though the main failure method being looked at in this thesis is based on max strain, 

stress was also analyzed to validate the successful results seen by the max strain analysis 

above. Figures 71-76 in Appendix B show the successful stress results seen in the model of 

the scaled down pontoon. The scale shown on the right of those figures represents stress, 

with the maximum and minimum values being 1/3rd of the stress failure criteria value 

which was set. This stress criteria was set based on the maximum strain to failure 

calculated above to be 1.2%, multiplied by one third of the elastic modulus of the Kevlar 

laminate (seen in Table 10). The reason for using one third of the value is to incorporate 

the factor of safety of three which is already incorporated in the maximum strain to failure 

value. This calculation gave a stress failure criteria value of about 12.9 ksi. 

Due to the successful results seen by the model pontoon designed above, the full-scale 

version could now be modeled using FEA. The full-scale pontoon was meshed with 20,422 

nodes and 20,423 elements. It was modeled using the same constraining method (inertial 

relief), constraint, and general loading as seen above for the scaled-down version. The term 
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“general” is used because the full-scale pontoon now has a greater surface area and overall 

mass than the scaled-down model. It therefore has a bigger, heavier cross member to carry. 

Due to this, the load from the cross member and hydrostatic pressure load were adjusted 

for this change in size and weight. Using the same calculation methods as before, the 

distributed load on the full-scale model was found to be 22.2 psi and the hydrostatic 

pressure was found to be about 0.45 psi.  

The laminate made of Kevlar and 20% CoCure™ gel coat/resin which was used for the 

analysis above, is the same laminate used for this full-scale version, however the number 

of layers in each layup was increased to account for the greater surface area and weight 

applied to this full-scale pontoon. Along with added layers to the current lay-ups, two more 

layups were added to provide extra thickness tapered on the high stress areas; being the 

curve of contact between the cross-member and pontoon, especially at each edge of this 

curve where stress will be greatest. This means there was a total of five layups within the 

full-scale model.  

The first layup can be seen in Table 14 labeled as “base”. Rather than just one layer like on 

the scaled-down version, this full-scale pontoon has six layers as the base. These six layers 

provide the outermost, continuous layers of fabric which will cover the entire length of the 

cylindrical body of the pontoon, leaving the final product with no longitudinal seams. 
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Table 14: FULL SCALE Layup details – base 

Full Scale Layup #1: Base 

Ply ID Material Thickness (in) Angle (°) Failure 

Theory 
6 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

5 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

4 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

3 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

2 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

1 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

 

Figure 46 shows this base layup on the full-scale pontoon in the FEA model, where the 

highlighted parts shown are the only sections of the pontoon which just have this one base 

layup. 

 

 

Figure 46: FULL SCALE Layup location - base 

The second layup can be seen in Table 15 labeled as “overlap and top”. This layup simply 

adds on two more layers (rather than one like before) beneath the outermost base layers, 

providing an overlap area where each end cap will slide in, as well as providing extra 

support around the location where the cross members load the pontoon.  
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Table 15: FULL SCALE Layup details - overlap and top 

Full Scale Layup #2: Overlap and Top 

Ply ID Material Thickness (in) Angle (°) Failure 

Theory 
8 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

7 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

6 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

5 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

4 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

3 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

2 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

1 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

 

The highlighted parts of Figure 47 show where these extra layers were added beneath the 

base layer on the model pontoon. Unlike the scaled-down model, this “overlap and top” 

layup on the full-scale model excluded a skinny rectangle on the top side of the model 

where the cross-member attaches to the pontoon. This is because extra reinforcements were 

made in this area to provide extra support under the cross members on this full-scale 

model. 

 

Figure 47: FULL SCALE Layup location - overlap and top 
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The third layup can be seen in Table 16 labeled as “wear and tear”. This layup adds four 

more layers beneath the outermost base layers, providing extra durability on the most 

common wear and tear areas - the bottom of the pontoon and the cross-member attachment 

point. The highlighted parts of Figure 48 show where these four extra layers are added 

beneath the base layers on the full-scale pontoon. 

Table 16: FULL SCALE Layup details - wear and tear 

Full Scale Layup #3: Wear and Tear 

Ply ID Material Thickness (in) Angle (°) Failure 

Theory 
10 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

9 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

8 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

7 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

6 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

5 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

4 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

3 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

2 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

1 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

 

 

Figure 48: FULL SCALE Layup location - wear and tear 
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The fourth layup can be seen in Table 17 labeled as “first taper reinforcement”. This layup 

adds on six additional layers to the original “base” layup and is used as a step in tapering 

the laminate around the highest stress areas; Each end of the cross-member attachment 

point. 

Table 17: FULL SCALE Layup details - first taper reinforcement 

Full Scale Layup #4: First Taper Reinforcement 

Ply ID Material Thickness (in) Angle (°) Failure 

Theory 
12 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

11 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

10 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

9 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

8 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

7 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

6 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

5 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

4 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

3 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

2 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

1 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

 

The highlighted, unfilled squares seen in Figure 49 shows this layup on the full-scale 

pontoon. 
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Figure 49: FULL SCALE Layup location - first taper reinforcement 

The fifth and last layup within the full-scale pontoon can be seen in Table 18 labeled as 

“thickest reinforcement”, as it is the thickest layup within the model. This layup has a total 

of 14 layers, or eight layers on top of the “base” and is located inside the area of the 

highlighted squares seen in Figure 49 above.  
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Table 18: FULL SCALE Layup details - thickest reinforcement 

Full Scale Layup #5: Thickest Reinforcement 

Ply ID Material Thickness (in) Angle (°) Failure 

Theory 
14 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

13 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

12 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

11 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

10 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

9 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

8 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

7 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

6 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

5 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

4 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

3 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

2 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

1 Kevlar 0.02 45 Max Strain 

 

This layup can be seen as the highlighted parts in Figure 50 where it is the plateau of the 

tapered laminate, where the “step” shown above allowed extra support between the jump in 

layer thickness in this high stress area around the constraint. 
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Figure 50: FULL SCALE Layup location – thickest reinforcement 

 

According to Figures 51-56 which show the FEA strain results of the full-scale pontoon 

model, this model passes the pass/fail criteria. The top and bottom plies both showed 

values well under the 1.2% strain value deemed to be the maximum allowable strain. The 

XY shear strain in the top ply showed the highest percent strain value located around the 

nose of each endcap, but still only reaches about 0.23% strain which is well below the 

failure criteria. 

 

 

Figure 51: FULL SCALE Top Ply - X Normal Elastic Strain 
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Figure 52: FULL SCALE Top Ply - Y Normal Elastic Strain 

 

 

Figure 53: FULL SCALE Top Ply - XY Shear Elastic Strain 

 

 

Figure 54: FULL SCALE Bottom Ply - X Normal Elastic Strain 
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Figure 55: FULL SCALE Bottom Ply - Y Normal Elastic Strain 

 

Figure 56: FULL SCALE Bottom Ply - XY Shear Elastic Strain 

As seen through the FEA results in the images above, this pontoon sees its most significant 

strains in the top and bottom ply around the endcaps of the pontoon. Although these 

locations are where strain was seen to be the highest, as stated previously they did not even 

come close to exceeding the strain failure criteria. These are the same general results which 

were seen for the scaled-down model. However, to take this validation of successful results 

a step further, a stress analysis was also done on this full-scale model as it was for the 

scaled down model. The results were also successful and can be seen as Figures 77-82 in 

Appendix B. 
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Chapter 5 

 Physical Modeling 

Making the Physical Model 

Now that good results are seen on the computer for the modeled pontoons, there are a 

couple things that can be looked at further by making a physical model. These things 

include the “deflatability”, foldability, and inflatability. The scaled-down model pontoon 

was made in three separate parts and then assembled. Each part was made on a male mold 

to obtain the desired pontoon shape. The main cylindrical body of the pontoon was molded 

using a four- and 3/16-inch PVC pipe. The end caps were molded using 3D printed pieces 

which were designed using CAD software to fit with the PVC pipe. These end caps were 

12 inches long (where 4 inches would provide an overlap area to be adhered into the 

cylindrical body) by 4.138 inches in diameter. The precision in decimal points here is to 

get an optimal slip fit of these endcaps into the cylindrical body as they will be inserted as 

male-fitted pieces (too small of a diameter will cause gaps and poor adhesion, while too 

big of a diameter will cause bunching of the material when trying to fit the endcaps into the 

main body of the pontoon). It is important to note that if these pieces were being made for 

a real full-scale version, the leading end cap would rather be fitted as a female-fitting, 

sliding right over the bow end of the cylindrical body and the trailing end cap would 

remain as a male-fitting, sliding just inside the cylindrical body. This would help prevent 

the seams from failing or letting water through them since they would not be vulnerable to 

the incoming water oriented in this way.  

Before laying fabric over the 3D printed endcap molds, they were both taped up with 

packaging tape (making sure to have as few bumps as possible) and waxed with mold 

release. Figure 57 below shows both 3D printed endcaps, taped, waxed and ready to be 

laminated. 
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Figure 57: 3D printed endcaps 

The PVC pipe used as a mold for the cylindrical body was also waxed prior to laminating 

to ensure a release of the cured part. Each mold was laminated with one layer of braided 

Kevlar fabric where the fabric was kept as a sleeve to prevent longitudinal seams. Rather 

than using the same laminate schedule as the pontoons modeled previously in chapter 4, 

this model only used a single layer on each of the three molds for simplicity in making the 

physical model. This means the only area which will have two layers are where the end 

caps and the cylindrical body will adhere and overlap. The other reinforcements of fabric 

which were designed into the FEA models were to protect the pontoon from loading, and 

wear and tear which will not be seen on this physical model. Because this model is being 

made to test the foldability, inflatability, and whether the product will keep out water, the 

extra reinforcements are not necessary. 

The sleeves of Kevlar fabric were slid onto their respective molds and painted with 20% 

CoCure™ gelcoat. The sleeve which wrapped the PVC pipe was stretched by hand in order 

to get the fabric flat and snug against the pipe. However, the end caps have a bit more 
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complex shape. The sleeves of Kevlar for the endcaps were cut extra-long so that when 

they were slid onto each end cap mold, they could be zip-tied at each end, holding the 

fabric tight to the mold. This can be seen in Figures 58 and 59 below.  

 

Figure 58: Bow End cap mold with Kevlar 

 

Figure 59: rounded-conical end cap mold with Kevlar 

Figures 60-62 show all three parts of the pontoon curing after they were laid up and 

painted. Although this physical model was hand-laid and painted, a real full-scale version 

of this product would be vacuum infused with a pigmented CoCure™ resin system similar 

to the gel coat used here but without the filler material which is too thick to infuse. 
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Figure 60: PVC mold with curing laminate 

 

Figure 61: Rounded-conical mold with curing laminate 
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Figure 62: Bow mold with curing laminate 

Once each part cured, an additional layer of gelcoat was added to all three parts. This was 

done to ensure there were no holes or gaps in the braided fabric where water or air could 

get through. In a real, full-scale version this would not be a problem as multiple layers of 

fabric would be used, and the different layers would fill in any small holes or gaps there 

could be in individual layers. After the three parts were cured again, the extra fabric on the 

ends of the cylinder and end caps were cut off and the molds were removed.  

Before adhering the endcaps to the main body of the pontoon, a valve had to be assembled 

and incorporated. As shown in Figure 63, a pipe with outer threads was fitted into the main 

cylindrical body of the pontoon. Later, a valve will be added to the end of the threaded pipe 

so that the pontoon can be inflated/deflated (seen in Figure 64). Two sets of washers were 

put on either side of the fabric, held tightly together with a nut on each side. The larger set 
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of washers that sites right against the fabric were cut out of the PVC pipe used as the mold 

for the main body, so that a good seal could be kept around the pipe as these washers now 

matched the curvature of the inflated pontoon. Additional efforts to ensure a complete seal 

around the pipe were made by covering the tightened washer/nut assembly with 20% 

CoCure™ gelcoat.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Recall, each endcap was made by pulling the fabric tight against their molds and tying off 

the fabric at each end. An additional piece of Kevlar was placed in the nose of each end 

cap where 20% CoCure™ gelcoat was poured over it to make sure there was a complete 

seal at each end before putting all three pieces of the pontoon together.  

 

Following the cure of each end cap and the assembly seen in Figure 63, the endcaps could 

be adhered to the main body of the pontoon since there was nothing else needed to be done 

within that main cylinder. Figure 64 shows the complete valve assembly. A bike valve was 

used in this case, but many other types of valves could have been used as well. Figure 65 

shows the complete pontoon with all components assembled. 

 

 

Figure 63: Valve assembly - Part 1 
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Figure 64: Full valve assembly 

 

Figure 65: Complete Physical Model 
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Testing the Physical Model 

There were three tests done with the physical model pontoon before drawing conclusions 

on all of the results. These three tests included testing for the deflatability, foldability, and 

inflatability, which would also tell us whether or not the pontoon would be watertight. 

These three tests had to be done in the order they are listed here as the foldability needed to 

be tested after deflating air from the pontoon and the inflatability test had chances of 

causing the pontoon to fail catastrophically if it could not handle the maximum pressure 

applied. 

Figure 66 below shows an image taken during the deflatability test, where the valve on the 

pontoon was connected to a vacuum in order to accomplish this. As seen in the figure, the 

material and both seams performed well under vacuum. 

 

Figure 66: Deflatability Test 

 

Foldability was tested after air had been vacuumed out of the pontoon. This deflating prior 

to folding up the pontoon would be the same procedure for the full-scale product. As seen 

in Figure 67 below, the material shows decent foldability. If the pontoon were larger, such 

as the size of the full-scale product, it is believed that the foldability would improve due to 

the larger surface area of material being conformed.  
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Figure 67: Foldability Test 

 

The final test which was performed with the pontoon was an inflatability test. This test 

would also tell us whether or not the pontoon would be watertight. The pontoon was 

unfolded and filled with compressed air, just enough to get it back to its desired pontoon 

shape. With just a small amount of air pressure, the inflatable material acts as it should as 

demonstrated in the left side of Figure 68. This figure shows that when you apply a point 

pressure to deflect the material, the material presses out and bounces back to its original 

shape once the pressure is released. 
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After the material showed it could handle a small amount of internal air pressure and 

bounce back if deflected, the pontoon was tested for its maximum amount of air pressure it 

could withstand. The right side of Figure 68 shows the pressure gauge which was attached 

to the compressed air being pushed into the pontoon, and as seen on the gauge, just over a 

40psi max pressure value was obtained by the pontoon. This high pressure was obtained 

without any failure result on the pontoon, meaning it can actually withstand more pressure 

than this before it fails. For the scope of this thesis however, 40psi already greatly 

exceeded the requirement and proved that the model could withstand the designed internal 

pressure load of 3psi from the FEA models above and so a higher pressure (or maximum 

pressure before failure) was not tested.  

 

 

Figure 68: Inflatability Test 
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Chapter 6 

Discussion 

The finite element analysis done for this thesis was successful as it showed results well 

below the failure criteria. According to the FEA model, the total weight of one full-scale 

pontoon is just under 109 lbs. A typical 28 ft (8.5 m) RHIB collar made of Hypalon-coated 

fabric weighs about 275 pounds. A collar for a RHIB that size is estimated to be about 2.3 

times the size of one full-scale pontoon (seen in Chapter 4). Using the 109 lbs obtained for 

the full-scale composite pontoon designed in this thesis and multiplying it by 2.3 to make it 

comparable in size to the RHIB collar discussed above, we get an estimated weight of 250 

lbs. This is 15 pounds lighter than the corresponding collar made of Hypalon-coated fabric.  

Along with this benefit in weight loss, this new composite design is manufactured with no 

seams. Adhesive failure is a limiting factor seen in the tradition Hypalon or PVC collars, 

often occurring before the collar material fails itself. The new composite pontoon design 

from this thesis is manufactured with no longitudinal seams, eliminating this issue. 

The physical model test results for deflatability were very good, meaning the material and 

seams did not appear to have any problems when put under vacuum. This good outcome 

was expected, however when dealing with a new material these things cannot be assumed. 

Moving forward to the foldability test, the results were just okay for this scaled down 

model, however it is assumed that results would be much better if the pontoon was full-

scale. During this test, the material did not fold as smoothly as hoped – creasing/cracking a 

couple spots where the fold was sharp, resulting in small pin holes in the pontoon at these 

locations.  

The inflatability test was the last physical model test, where the results were very good, 

meaning the material responded to inflation as an inflatable membrane should. The FEA 

models designed for the scaled-down and full-size pontoons had an internal design 

pressure of 3psi. When a small amount of air pressure was in the pontoon, it acted as an 
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inflatable bladder should by bouncing back to its original shape after being deflected. The 

physical model proved it could handle this 3psi design pressure and much more, reaching a 

maximum pressure of 40psi during this inflatability test. 

One limiting factor was discovered during the physical model testing and comes from 

having a single layer of fabric in the majority of the prototype. Even though additional 

layers of 20% CoCure™ gel coat were painted onto the pontoon after curing, there were 

still a couple pin-hole sized spots that leaked air during the inflatability test. Although this 

is definitely a limiting factor for the scaled-down pontoon since it’s “base” lay-up is only 

one layer, this limiting factor is eliminated for the full-scale pontoon as there are multiples 

layers of fabric comprising the “base” layup, covering any pin-hole sized leaks which 

could be present in individual layers. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

Once Hypalon and PVC fabric were deemed a good option for inflatable boats, not much 

additional investigation was done to seek other options. However, with the new technology 

we have in today’s world, better options (for example, options with no seams) can be 

explored. Many benefits come with composites as its multilayer, multi-orientation and high 

strength capabilities make it a very appealing option against other materials. Materials 

which use fabrics such as Aramid/Kevlar which have high strength properties are even 

better options for structural purposes. Now with CoCure™ resin and gelcoat technology, 

these composites can form in ways never seen before with its high strain properties.  

If we recall, the goal of this thesis was to design an inflatable pontoon using composite 

materials which could replace traditional inflatable materials used in the marine industry. 

The concept behind this goal was discovered at Structural Composites, Inc. when straps 

were fabricated out of FRP materials and a high elongation matrix in order to hold a 

Hypalon fabricated tube in place as its seam had failed. The results from these composite 

straps were very successful, leading into a hypothesis that an entire inflatable tube could be 

made from composite materials. Based on the results obtained in this thesis, the hypothesis 

was proved, and this new composite tube design will be lighter, more durable, require less 

maintenance and have a longer lifetime than traditional Hypalon and PVC fabricated tubes. 
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 Appendix A: 

Mesh 

 

 

Figure 69: Scaled-down model – Mesh 

 

Figure 70: Full-scale model – Mesh  
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Appendix B: 

Stress Analysis Results 

Figures 71 through 76 below show the FEA stress results for the scaled-down model 

pontoon. 

 

Figure 71: Top Ply - X Normal Stress 

 

 

Figure 72: Top Ply - Y Normal Stress 
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Figure 73: Top Ply - XY Shear Stress 

 

 

Figure 74: Bottom Ply - X Normal Stress 

 

 

Figure 75: Bottom Ply - Y Normal Stress 
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Figure 76: Bottom Ply - XY Shear Stress 

Figures 77 through 82 below show the FEA stress results for the full-scale pontoon model. 

 

Figure 77: FULL SCALE Top Ply - X Normal Stress 

 

 

Figure 78: FULL SCALE Top Ply - Y Normal Stress 
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Figure 79: FULL SCALE Top Ply - XY Shear Stress 

 

 

Figure 80: FULL SCALE Bottom Ply - X Normal Stress 

 

 

Figure 81: FULL SCALE Bottom Ply - Y Normal Stress 
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Figure 82: FULL SCALE Bottom Ply - XY Shear Stress 

 


